
FUCK 

Fuck me! Words don’t always escape us in our ecstatic or agonizing moments, 

as much as we insist we’re at a loss for them. But when sighs or screams or 

howls ascend to sensible locutions they can sound caricatural, like mockeries of 

meaning. Take the familiar phatic invitation, signalling a mode of densely 

sensuous rapture, of abandon: “fuck me!” A stock line in porno soundtracks it 

always sounds over-rehearsed, affected, an empty performance, and even too 

when whispered in the real intimacy, tenderness or craving of an intense and 

private relationship. One longs to hear it but immediately becomes suspicious 

when it’s uttered: the passion swerves toward a scripted scene; it is alarmingly, 

uncomfortably credible since at the very moment when words can’t be enough 

here is a phrase that succinctly says it all, when you’re losing it all in the 

dissipative tremors of voluptuousness here is an exacting and unnecessarily 

literal instruction! It’s rarely, if at all ever, the overt urgent obscenity that’s 

unsettling in this phrase, but rather some thin sliver of treachery, some 

tangential murmured intimation of insincerity that’s the problem. Not that it’s 

said falsely; not that whoever says it doesn’t or may not actually mean it. Yes, of 

course, they do mean what they say; it is exultant, a rift in their self-censorship, 

an outbreak of unprotected wantonness. We acknowledge the vulnerability in 

this because, no matter how forcefully made, it comes out an indecisive and 

undecidable stammer oscillating between an order and a plea. Yet for all this 

nakedness, its provocation is little to do with knowing this person in the flesh 

or even learning of a secret kernel of their desire but rather the exclamation, the 

shocking outburst, of an indifferent truth, indifferent to whether you believe it 

or not (for it sounds also as much an abstract formula, an equation, as either an 

entreaty or command): an utterance stripped of personality and radiant in the 



purity of desubjectivization, a pure index of voice, but as if any organ in the 

body could enunciate this—the mouth, penis, vagina, stomach, the skin, ear, 

eye—and by exclaiming is exalted and thrown up from its corporeal milieu with 

some function immeasurably greater than the body of which it is a part; an 

organ that despoils the body to which it belongs, overcomes it in a kind of  

sublime materialisation as an indefinable or unacceptable or unjustifiable 

gratuitous thing, an ecstatic thing burning out from a body, and a body which is 

collapsing inside this radiant glory like a dark star, atrophying and disappearing 

into a dazzlingly sinister hole. This radiating hole is the organ in the position of 

the pronoun, the “me” in the phrase that incandesces in this singularly open 

place, there for the having but grinning back with unconditional hunger: a 

rictus. As if the sexual organ itself is speaking, as if in Diderot’s fable of the 

“indiscreet jewels” in which the true word, the word made flesh, is pronounced 

under a magic spell from between the legs as the lascivious, oracular effusion of 

libido secreted despite the ruses and the ploys of the body’s conscious avowals: 

our stage-managed elisions of confidence, conviction, the counterpoint of 

instinctive trust and mistrust, the canny performance of dissatisfaction to win 

us our pleasures. You are not excluded from the sex scene initiated by the 

delirious challenge of the incitement to “fuck me!”, that’s not the issue; you are 

consumed in it, burned away by the verbal force detonating the grammatical 

subjectivity of the first person. A verb which, without being an infinitive, is 

absolute: a “fuck” reflexively pouring from the “me” like a primordial, created 

light. “Fuck me!”: a self-fulfilling imperative. The deed is done even as it is 

spoken: despite the demand put on you, you’re unnecessary; even as the 

supplication is made, you’ve been taken advantage of. You’ve been had. Used 

up in the conflagration of the other’s body as it becomes absolute, absolutely 

first, singular—used up in its becoming-singularity. For there is no second 



person addressed in this solicitation, no position for “you” because “you” 

cannot ever say it. Little wonder we use the same exclamation to express our 

sheer frustrated incomprehension of an event, or when wallowing in self-

defeat, or resigning ourselves lamentably to having been outwitted or as an 

admission of being conned; and, perhaps most tellingly, in an abstract sense as 

a nod to the absurdist logic of radical closure. “Fuck me!”: imperious and yet 

also submissive, spiked with ferocity and sufferance, this appeal is so evidently 

untrustworthy, an excuse for a ravenous thing which is self-sustaining and 

which despite the plundering needs nothing. Thus, where a moment before 

there may have been no doubt about the authenticity of someone’s desire, no 

question of their willingness and fervour, and no reservations in response to 

their offers and demands, and when in the very instant just as you have what 

you might want, you have to ask yourself if you really believe it.  

YOUR 

Fuck you! But how can you answer this crisis of faith? How can you not 

sound automatistic and weak, slavish, and hence dubious? How can you 

measure up when you cannot seize the initiative? If the avowals of the lover’s 

discourse provide a terrain of constrained openings and deviations for the 

mirror game of erotic intentions, the declaration to “fuck me!” is like a 

catastrophic foreclosure of the erotic competition. It is, after all, the last thing 

that can be said in the erotic exchange. Anything more is superfluous, or simply 

the same. Or is it? We must say that with the invocation of “fuck me!” the 

conditions of sexual partners belonging to each other through a discursive pact 

with otherness—an erotic relation—are overruled. All that counts beyond this 

relation is the endless exertion of the drive. And it “counts”, so to speak, as an 

overindulgence, an intemperate accumulation and abundance of the same 



impulse, counted and expressed only as “more!” But how can you burn 

brighter than that which burns you away? How can you insistently demand that 

the ultimate is not enough? At this extremity, the single sufficient retaliation to 

this demand is “yes!” Anything less will be haggling; but this “yes!” will be 

sufficient only when it is not merely in agreement with but also is a challenge to 

the request, only when the agreement will be more demanding than the request 

inciting it. There can be no satisfying “arrangement” for this exchange: no 

convenience granted, no other—better—time or place, no negotiation. This 

will be a “yes!” that must defy the approval of any bargain, a “yes!” that, while 

it gives nothing away in its consent, will immediately put at risk all it has. This 

“yes!” then is perversely also a renunciation, if without any sense of self-

sacrifice; for, in conforming too much to the demand to which it agrees, it 

relinquishes the prospect of any other possible answer and thus is indifferent to 

the wantonness of that which prompts it. Abandon is answered with 

abandonment. To answer with such a “yes!” is to repeat an unbearable demand 

to do the very thing that is being done. There is no better word for this over-

commitment to the same than “vow”. An eternal vow at that, though not 

exactly a holy or honourable one. The emphatic impulse of such a “Yes!” (an 

emphasis which is the extra stress on the strike of a winning blow in the 

exchange: that is, on the phatic “yes” offered in unity with the interlocutor) and 

its abrupt, impatient expression of agreement...these contrast starkly with the 

pious unanimity of the vow exemplified in “I do”. The latter patiently insists on 

the perpetual, invariant value of the oath; the former is an intolerant 

assumption of worth: more of a swear word, an act of swearing, than “fuck 

me!” 

HEROES 



Fuck your heroes! What do we then think of the groupie, the fan whose 

worthiness to love the hero too much is derisory but unquestionable; who will 

consume everything of their hero’s that is offered to them but will always take 

more than that illimitable share, and whose over-consumption is both crippling 

in its cost yet also an inadequate donation to the hero? Do not confuse this—

the stalking, idolatry, worshipping, the “erotomania”—with the equally 

commonplace nihilistic scenarios of revenge (of wishing to eradicate, rather 

than pervert, heroism). Take the two women anti-heroes, for instance, on a 

murderous rampage in the French pornographic road move Baise-moi! (“Fuck 

me!”). They are on an exhilarating honeymoon death-tripping on sexual 

vengeance: fuck me, they insist; but as they repeatedly declaim to their 

victims—“you chose the wrong girls to fuck with!” For these girls there is no 

perversion, but their sex is actually a stand-in for the fatality of their 

relationship, which remains a slavish itinerary of unspeakable love, of love to 

death climaxed in their Lieberstod, despite the explicitness of their mutual and 

reciprocal sexual liberties. In Baise-moi the permission to fuck with everything—

granted them by their initiative in overcoming hero-worship—is paradoxically 

based on constancy, fidelity to the death they truly share in denial. But is there 

any alternative to this drive to death? Is the love that tears apart, the lost love, 

the only true love? Remember that the groupie, in their fanatical love, is not a 

true follower of their hero: they don’t seek to imitate any more than to be a 

disciple. There is no learning, even if they study all their hero’s moves—every 

trace of the hero is a priceless souvenir or relic, a thing to be saved as well as 

savoured; hence, the fan is their hero’s heroic saviour: a saviour of their 

mystique, of a glamour the fan possesses only by being fucked.  This love is not 

erotic delectation, for it must be indiscriminate (anything of the hero will do) 

and utter (everything must be taken). Thus the hero is fucked: worshipped 



absolutely as a false god, as an idol, as a mere but unconditional sex object. And 

how does the object respond in its utter objectification: “Yes!—It is all false, 

yet you choose the right one to fuck with.” Nothing is wrong with this. Yes! I 

defiantly give you more than you ask for, which is exactly what you want from 

me. 
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